VICE CHANCELLOR FOR INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT

DIRECTOR ECONOMIC FORECAST PROJECT
Bill Watkins

ASSISTANT TO THE VICE CHANCELLOR
Cheryl A. Kelly

VICE CHANCELLOR INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
John M. Wiemann

ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR* ALUMNI AFFAIRS
Peter E. Steiner

ACTING ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR** DEVELOPMENT
Janet C. Manzi

ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Paul Desruisseaux

DIRECTOR*** FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Eric J. Sonquist

DIRECTOR ADVANCEMENT SERVICES
Debbie Anglin

DIRECTOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Paddy Moriarty

DIRECTOR GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
Vacant

DIRECTOR PUBLIC EVENTS
Gretchen Falvo

*Appointment also carries title of Executive Director, UCSB Alumni Association
**Appointment also carries title of Executive Director, The UCSB Foundation
***Appointment also carries title of Chief Financial Officer, The UCSB Foundation
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

- Ronald W. Tobin

- Education Abroad Program-Campus
  - Scott Cooper, Director

- Extended Learning Services
  - John C. Maxwell, Dean

- Off Campus Studies

- University Extension

- Instructional Computing
  - William Koseluk, Director

- Instructional Development
  - Instructional Consultation
    - Stan Nicholson, Rick Johnson, Co-Directors
  - Instructional Resources
    - Art Battson, Director

- Summer Sessions
  - Loy Lytle, Director

ASSISTANT TO THE ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR

- Sandy DeRousse
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC PERSONNEL

ACTING ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR
ACADEMIC PERSONNEL
Stanley Awramik

DIRECTOR
ACADEMIC PERSONNEL
Patricia Sheppard
DEAN OF GRADUATE DIVISION

DEAN
Charles N. Li

ASSOCIATE DEAN
John W. Mohr

ASSISTANT DEAN
Mary E. McMahon

DIRECTOR
FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
Vacant

DIRECTOR
ACADEMIC SERVICES
David Fishman

DIRECTOR
OUTREACH AND ADMISSIONS
Mike Meraz

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
Policy, Publication, and Analysis
Bryant Wieneke, Director

Information Services
Eric Brody, Director

Business Officer
Aileen Fitzgerald-Boyce

Assistant to the Deans
Rebecca Reddin
COLLEGE OF CREATIVE STUDIES

ASSISTANT PROVOST
DEVELOPMENT
Jennifer Purcell

PROVOST
William Ashby

ASSISTANT TO THE PROVOST
Karen Poirier

ASSOCIATE PROVOST
Armand Kuris
COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

DIVISION OF MATHEMATICAL, LIFE, AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

DEAN
Martin Moskovits

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS/PROGRAMS

- Interdepartmental Program in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
  Vacant
- Chemistry and Biochemistry
  Stanley Parsons, Chair
- Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
  Scott Cooper, Chair
- Environmental Studies Program
  Jo-Ann Shelton, Chair
- Geological Sciences
  Bruce Luyendyk, Chair
- Geography
  Michael Goodchild, Chair
- Mathematics
  J. Douglas Moore, Chair
- Interdepartmental Graduate Program in Marine Science
  Alice Aldredge, Chair
- Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
  Stuart Feinstein, Chair
- Physics
  S. James Allen, Chair
- Psychology
  James Blascovich, Chair
- Speech and Hearing Sciences
  Martin Moskovits, Acting Chair
- Statistics and Applied Probability
  David Hinkley, Chair

RESEARCH UNITS/CENTERS/FACILITIES

- Geography Department
  Geography Remote Sensing Unit
  John E. Estes, Director
- Life Sciences Computing Facility
  Larry Murdock, Manager
- Mathematics Department
  Center for Education Change in Mathematics and Science
  Julian Weissglass, Director
- National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis
  Keith Clarke, Director
- Central Vivarium
  Diane McClure, Director